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Are you safe at night? Student safety at risk on campus
Broken emergency kiosks around campus are not repaired; not seen as issue by Public Safety
bv Justher Gutierrez
Staff Writer

The blue light emergency phones
scattered across campus have provided a sense of safety at St. Mary's
for almost a decade, with the lights
shining even through the rainiest
of nights. The emergency phones
allow users to contact public safety
at the push of a buttorr. However,
throughout the semester, a few of
these structures were revealed to be
out of order.

Adan Tejada, the Chief of Public
Safety explained that the emergency
phones have had difficulty withstanding to weather. The phones
are checked once a month, and if a
phone is out of order, the structure
must be marked with a sign that
indicates it is not functioning.
There are currently 19 phones
out of service. But while signs have
been placed rather quickly, the repairs
took quite some time. According to
Tejada, this is due largely to a lack of
funding. Additionally, the ubiquitous

presence of cell phones seems to have
made the emergency phones less of
a priority.
"It's not as critical as it would have
been ten years ago," Tejada said, referring to the presence of emergency
phones on campus. However, the
chief does not believe that cell phones
will replace the blue light system.
The blue light emergency phones
were installed in 2003 under pressure from students who were upset
with sexual assault cases on campus.
Sharon Sobotta, the Director of the

Women's Resource Center, was on
campus atthe time of their inception.
Sobotta supported the presence
of the phones and noted that the
emergency phones provide a sense
of security, especially because many
people in the community do not get
good cell phone reception on campus. However, she did not think that
they were the absolute solution to the
issue of security.
"I don't think a blue light guarantees safety," Sobotta said. "I think it's
one extra mechanism we can have

that could make people feel more
safe and perhaps contribute a little
bit to safety, butit'snotgoingto solve
anything by any means."
Gillian Cutshaw of the Women's
Resource Center felt that the blue
light phones were good for the community. "If someone was being
attacked or chased, they may not be
able to get their phone out of their
bag or their pocket and dial a phone
number, but they might be able to

see EMERGENCY, p3

The Collegian
Fall Photo
Contest Resu Its
Every year, Saint Mary's and
the surrounding area is lit by
color. This isn't because of any
lighting done by the school or the
community, but because the trees
and other local foliage have been
touched by the fall bug.
Reds and yellows and oranges
ignite the campus, making walks
to class and runs on local trails all
the more enjoyable.
Although there were several
winning photographers, first place
went to Senior Treasha Weatherspoon, whose snapshot of the

statue and surrounding trees perfectly captured the cloudy and
chilly days that accompany fall at
Saint Mary's.
Second and third place went
to Katie Maccariello and Taylor
Rossi. Maccariello's whimsical
photo of bulbs literally "falling"
from from a tree was a creative
way to tackle the fall theme. Taylor's photo reminded us all of the
beauty of not only fall, but St.
Mary's as a whole.
To see other contest entries, see
CONTEST, page 5.

First Place: "The Fire of Fall"
Treasha Weatherspoon
Second Place: "Fall Bulbs"
Katie Maccariello
Third Place: "Dusk Awakening"
Taylor Rossi
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Will SMC be smoke free?
Bv William Lane
Staff Writer

THE
COLLEGIAN

On Wednesday, The Health
and Wellness Center hosted a part
panel, part town hall meeting in
Hagerty Lounge about their plans
to make Saint Mary's a smoke-free
campus within the next few school
years.
"Who do [the tobacco companies] target? Exactly the age group
of Saint Mary's students," said
panelist Dr. Alireza Rezapour. He,
along with panelists Joseph Van
Loon, AS SMC president, and Kim
Homer van Gori of the CYAN
organization, explained the importance of a smoke-free campus
and then helped answer questions

from the audience. Moderating the
event was the Health and Wellness
Center's Coordinator for Health
Promotion Irene U mipig.
The problem with the current
rules, Dr. Rezapour said, is that
secondhand hand smoke still
posed a significant hazard to nonsmoking students even when outside. "Respiratory tract infection
is the number one reason patients
come· to the Health and Wellness
Center," he said. In particular, students with underlying conditions
such as asthma are particularly
vulnerable to secondhand hand
smoke.
The Health and Wellness Center's plans stems from a resolution
passed by the 2011-2012 Student

Senate. The measure, which received widespread support from
both students and faculty, called
for the "final implementation of
a 100% smoke free policy." This
places Saint Mary's along with
Dominican University, the entire
UC system, and other colleges that
have either implemented smokefree policies or intend to do so.
The.policy will not be immediate, though. The original resolution
called for the Fall 2012 semester to
be a transitional phase, but that has
since been expanded to the entire
school year. Starting sometime in
the near future, smoking will be restricted to a few select areas of the
campus. "That will give the community a chance to transition into
the new change," stated Umipig. If
all goes well after a year, then the
full policy will go into effect.

When asked about enforcement,
the panelists insisted that the plan
will primarily rely on education,
not punishments. According to
van Gori, the problem usually is a
lack of awareness. "For the most
part, a lot of the people on campus, again they just don't know
what the policy is, and once they
find out, they start smoking where
they are supposed to or stop smoking on campus."
Enforcement would consist of
reminders and signs. She acknowledged that a few people would
knowingly defy the policy but
thinks those individuals would be
rare exceptions. As it is, few students are aware of the smoking
policy, and for many of the event
attendants, this was their first hearing of the Health and Wellness
Center's plan.

Tighter enforcement of finals week attendance stirs controversy
Telephone: 925.ti3L4279

bv Gabi Reves-Acosta
News Editor

CHRIS SPRAGUE
Business Manager

Everyone dislikes having to
take finals, though in an email
sent to faculty in late October
there are now new reasons to feel
exasperated by them. This email,
sent by Dr. Richard Carp, the
Vice Provost of Undergraduate
Academics, was a reminder to
faculty that the "Final examination week is part of the 15-week
academic term" (This text can
also be found in the faculty handbook, which can be read on the
school's website). Although this
may not seem significant, the
email from Dr. Carp was a clear
reminder to faculty that finals
week is to be treated as a regular
school week, meaning that it is
unacceptable for faculty to allow
students to not come to a class
meeting.
For various majors, such as
English and Philosophy, this
may be a change from the norm.
Many English majors, for example, have grown used to semester
after semester of simply being

required to write a paper or complete a take home exam, and then
being allowed to turn their work
into a professor's box and leave,
without ever having to come
into class during their scheduled
time. Again, the faculty handbook reiterates this when it states
that, "Faculty who do not conduct final exams are expected to
use the scheduled time for a final
class meeting." For students who
are accustomed to not having to
attend a final class, having to do
so but with the same amount of
work could be viewed as a waste
of time.
This is a non issue for many
students, like math and science
majors, who consistently have
examinations. Taylor Rossi, a
Health Science major, is one of
these students. Upon talking to
her about whether attending a final day would be a nuisance, she
instead said that the prospect of
bringing food and sharing and/
or discussing their fuial projects
and papers was not a waste of
time, and instead would be "a re-

ally nice way to end the class."
Again, this is all situational, as
she acknowledged that her next
two finals, which fell on the same
day, would be stressful if she had
to attend the earlier one and not
take an exam, because it would
be time better spent on studying.
Another important issue at
play surrounds the amount of
time a student actually spends in
their seat, in the classroom, and
having contact with their professor. At institutions of higher
learning, there are expectations
as to how many hours are being spent with the students in
the classroom, and without the
use of finals as an actual school
week, Saint Mary's would need
to add an extra week of instruction to make up those hours, according to Dr. Carp. These hours
are necessary, though the email
that was sent to professors was
not stating anything new. In fact,
this has been a policy for years
in the faculty handbook, and it
is only gaining attention from
professors and students alike be-

cause it has never had to be enforced in the past. "In any situation, inertia is powerful," Carp
said of the lack of enforcement
in the past. "It takes something
new to see the habits we've developed, and in this case I'm
something new." Carp, who has
been at the college for less than
two years, cited that having students in the classroom during the
final examination time would be
a "meaningful learning experience," as students would be able
to discuss what they have learned
in the course.
Students are expected to come
to class on finals days, and professors are expected to enforce
that. Whether either will happen
remains to be seen, and members
of the faculty and administration
like Dr. Carp and the heads of
the departments can ·only hope
that professors will comply with
a rule that has always existed but
not always followed. No matter
what, finals seems to always be
a stressful week-but will everyone be present for it?

11/15/2012
3:00 p.m.
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Damage to vehicle from
a foul ball in the Baseball Parking
Lot; referred to Athletics and Loss
Prevention

11/19/2012
8:39p.m.
Incident: Missing laptop computer
Synopsis: Laptop recovered in De
La Salle Hall; closed

Crime Beat
12:00a.m.
11109/2012
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Violation of Town of
Moraga Loud or unruly Party
Ordinance off campus; referred to
Community Life
11/09/2012
11:14p.m.
Incident Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Underage drinking
in Claeys South - no transport;
referred to Community Life
11/09/2012
11:42 p.m.
· Incident Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Discharged fire extinguisher and fire alarm activation in
Justin Hall; referred to Community
Life
11/ 10/2012
1:07 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Noise violation and underage drinking in Augustine Hall;
referred to Community Life
11110/2012
3:05 p.m.
Incident: Information only
Synopsis: Vandalism - Dance

Studio at the Syufy Performing Arts
was TP'd; closed
11/12/2012
11:15 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student in pain at Aquinas Hall transported to John Muir
Hospital; referred to Community
Life and Health & Wellness Center
11/14/2012
12:35 a.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Harassing and threatening phone calls by non-student
in North Claeys Hall; referred to
Moraga Police
11/14/2012
3:35p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing paper trimmer in
Filippi Academic Hall; suspended
11/14/2012
5:20 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student fainted and hit
head in Mitty Hall - transported
to John Muir Hospital; referred
to Community Life and Health &
Wellness Center

11/18/2012
2:16 p.m.
Incident: Suspicious Circumstances
Synopsis: Non-Student in possession of marijuana and paraphernalia in the Townhouse Parking Lot;
referred to Community Life
11118/2012
2:22 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Noise Violation in Guerrieri East; referred to Community Life
11/19/2012
4:19 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Damage to SMC Transportation Bus in Fillipi Parking Lot;
referred to Facilities Services and
Loss Prevention
11/19/2012
7:10p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Missing college vehicle
keys in Augustine Hall; suspended

11/20/20122
12:30 p.m.
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Damage to student
vehicle while parked for two days
in the Townhouse Parking Lot;
suspended
1112112012
2: 10 p.m.
Incident: Information Report
Synopsis: Damaged shower drain
in South Claeys Hall; referred to
Community Life
11/21/2012
3:15p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Four subjects arrested
near Madigan Gym for attempting to steal tables-non-students ;
referred to Moraga Police
11/22/2012
4:30 p.m .
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Suspected marijuana use
in Assumption Hall; referred to
Community Life
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EMERGENCY: Students
concerned with broken Iights
continued from page 1

hit a button that's just automatically
going to send help, so I think that's
a good reason to have them," Cutshaw
said.
Many students agreed that the
phones were a good thing to have on
campus, but they expressed concern
at the amount of time it has taken to
address the issue.
"I find it super ironic that the out
of order flier tells you to call Public
Safety... how can you call Public
Safety if you don't have a phone?"
third-year student Araceli Lopez said.
Student Olivia Navarro agreed, as
she herself does not own a cell phone.
"If I felt uncomfortable, I wouldn't be
able to call Public Safety," she said.

Sara DeSantis/ COLLEGIAN

"If I wasn't with someone who had
a cell phone, I would be out of luck."
Another student, who is currently
a junior and dealt with harassment
issues in the past, was advised by
Public Safety to hit the buttons of
every phone in sight in order to alert
them of the trajectory of the chase.
Now that the public is unsure of
which blue light phones are working,
this strategy is no longer effective.
This student was unhappy with the
lack of immediate action around the
emergency phone system. "It makes
the students who feel safer with the
lights feel like they're being neglected
and ignored," the student said.

2012
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Dance show moves feet and hearts
gentle dancing that paralleled with
a live instrumental with a harp.
Contributing Writer
Throughout the performance,
Students and families filed into as the harp played, the performLeFevre Theater ready for the ers moved gently with the sounds
Dance Company's newest perfor- and did so with elegance yet great
mance, the Fall Concert entitled . passion. "Again, Only Different"
"Emblems." As audience mem- told a story about a man's journey
bers took their seats, Dance De- through love, finding and expepartment Head Cathy Davalos riencing obstacles and hardships
gave an opening introduction be- throughout his life. This perforfore the lights dimmed, and the mance displayed great passion
audience prepared to experience and different types of interactions
the dance concert. As the lights between the male performer, Edbrightened and the music started, gar Mendez, and the female perthe dancers began their perfor- formers, Christina Nelson, Kelsey
mance.
Peterson, Courtney Pfaff and
Each performance was unique, Melissa Wabby. Each relationship
strumming a different string in the entailed a different emotion: one
hearts of the audience members soft, one hurtful, one passionate
each time. From love to a journey and another aggressive.
of self discovery, each dance was
In addition, the lighting schemes
relatable and took each person's contributed to each performance.
breath away. They each told a sto- Each performance's mood was set
ry making it entertaining yet heart by the lighting and the various colfelt and emotional as well. Some ors, which added a creative comof the dances were presented as ponent to the dancing. Minimal
duets, while others were solos or stage props were needed to convey
group performances.
the messages of each dance. Each
"I Love You, Still" was the most of the performances stirred emoheart-wrenching. It displayed their tion with the audience members
journey of emotion and told a even bringing tears to the eyes of
story that was hauntingly beauti- a select few. It was a memorable
ful, ending with the couple liv- night of performance, filled with
ing "Happily Ever After." "Play passion, love and verve from the
On" displayed deep emotion yet performers and their pieces.

bv Kimberlv lee
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"Two Spirits" documentary incites discussion about acceptance
In a culture that sees gender and sexuality as fluid, ideals can often clash with American culture
bv Audrev Agot
Assistant News Editor

Transgender teen Fred Martinez
lived in a place where "two discriminations meet," a dangerous place
to live. At 16 years old, Martinez
was one of the youngest victims of
a hate crime. Described as a "malebodied person" with a "feminine nature," Martinez identified as what is
known to the Navajo as "nadleeh,"
what the Western World may call a
hermaphrodite. But to the Navajo, it
means so much more than that.
In the Navajo culture, everything
has a gender, even things found in
nature: mountains are male; valleys and hills are female. Not only
that, but the Navajo interpret gender
more fluidly, using four genders, as
opposed to Western society's gender binary. These Navajo genders
include the "typical" male and
female, but they go further to add
"feminine male" and "masculine

female." These two new genders are
the nadleeh, people who were active in Native American life. They
served as politicians, healers, matchmakers, and caregivers to children.
This integral role and influence of
the nadleeh throughout the Navajo
culture went overlooked by Spanish conquistadors in their invasion
of the West, to say the least. In the
most brutal fashion, they gathered
the nadleeh and slaughtered them.
Sadly, as we can see with the loss
of Martinez, this nadleeh gift of
being "two spirit" (possessing both
male and female essence), is still not
fully accepted among those outside
of the Native American culture.
Martinez had gone out one night to
the Ute Mountain Rodeo Carnival
and on his walk home through the
desert, he was viciously assailedbeaten umecognizable-by fellow
high school student Sean Murphy.
Martinez's body wasn't found until
five days after his mother discovered

he hadn't come home from the carnival. But Murphy was later heard
bragging about how he had "killed
a fag" and was found guilty, sentenced to 40 years in jail.
In the small town of Cortez,
Colorado, the case of Martinez's
murder could have easily gone unattended and dismissed without
legitimate investigation. But with
the support of the LGBTQQIAP
community, a competent investigation was launched. Among these
supporters was Cathy Renna, an activist who flew to the small town all
the way from New York. Supporters
like Renna vehemently worked toward achieving justice for Martinez
and made their voices were heard.
They also made sure that Martinez's mother would never have to
see her son's murderer on the streets
of Cortez, and they were successful.
But that didn't make the loss of
her son any easier-nothing can.
The emotional struggle of Mar-

tinez's mother, who was in tears
when speaking about her son in the
movie, "Two Spirits," was one that
several students in attendance of the
viewing could relate to. During the
post-movie discussion, facilitated by
Ethnic Studies Professor David Quijada, several students shared stories
of gay or transgender family members and their experiences, showing
that this is an issue that hits closer to
home than one would think.
The movie viewing concluded
with "fireworks" of words in which
the audience was invited to share
any singular words that stood out
to them from the movie or discussion. "Fluidity" was the first word
offered. Then came "culture,"
"mom," "pride," "spirit," "music,"
"freedom," "conformity," "acceptance," and others. The sharing of
the words resonated throughout
Delphine Intercultural Centershot up into the air, only to rain
down like fireworks.

Our. 'Lady of Guadalupe Celebration
Friday, December 7

4:00-8:30 p.m.
Various Campus Locations
Contact M:ission and~
Center

x4306
Gaels On The Go< San Francisco Ballet's Nutcracker
Friday, December 7
.5:00p.m.
Saint Mary's.Bus Stop
Cop.tact Campus A.ctiv;ities

Board
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The AIDS epidemic: In the wake of tragedy, there is always hope for the future
bV CJCosas
Staff Writer

On Wednesday, the Women's Resource Center (WRC) and the Mission and Ministry Center (MMC)
collaborated to put together an
event in honor of World AIDS
Day. Held in the WRC office, the
event was organized to raise awareness and educate people on the issues surrounding both HIV and
AIDS. Affecting an estimated 33
million people world wide, AIDS
is a problem that people tend to be
vaguely aware of but are largely
ill informed about. Attempting to
do their part for the global cause,
the WRC and the MMC brought
together a variety of speakers to
share their knowledge on the sub-

ject and help people understand
the severity of the issue.
The first of these speakers was
a recent alumnus of St. Mary's
College, Brian Shaw, who graduated last year and now works in
an AIDS research center at UCSF.
Speaking from his experience from
a trip to Rwanda and from his
work as an AIDS researcher, Shaw
spoke on the issues surrounding
AIDS and emphasized the stark
realities surrounding it. He spoke
on the harsh realities that those living with AIDS have to deal with,
but also explained the hope that
persists in spite of the grimness of
the disease.
Following Shaw's presentation was a performance from St.
Mary's Glee Club, who sang songs

such as " Seasons of Love" and
"It Takes a Whole Village" to alleviate some of the tension and instill a sense of hope for the future.
Their performance was followed
by Keith Garrison, a biology professor at St. Mary's, who discussed
some of the more scientific issues
regarding AIDS. Helping to disambiguate some of the confusion
concerning AIDS, Professor Garrison opened the floor to questions
and answered queries from both
students and faculty. Afterwards,
a short presentation was made by
ambassadors from the MMC, and
the floor was opened up for people
to share their stories and experiences freely. To end the night, a
candlelight vigil was held to the
front of the chapel in honor for

those people afflicted and suffering
from AIDS. A prayer was said for
them, and red ribbons were tied to
trees to serve as testaments to those
still living, and reminders of those
who have already passed.
Established in 1988, World
AIDS Day is a globally recognized
event on December 1 of every year
and brings attention and awareness to the pandemic of HIV and
AIDS. HIV is an acronym for Human Immunodeficiency Virus,
and AIDS stands for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. Both
are viral diseases that compromise
the victim's immune system by directly attacking it, which makes it a
very difficult disease to treat. Fur.thermore, the lack of awareness
.and knowledge regarding the dis-

ease allows many people to suffer
from it unnecessarily. According to
the CDC, as many as 1 in 5 people
infected by HIV are unaware.
The WRC, as well as the Health
and Wellness Center, provide a variety of services for those affected
or who know people affected by
the disease. They can also refer
people to off-campus services.
Those interested in more Information and helping the cause can
visit the Catholic Relief Services
website (crs.org) or UNAIDS.org,
which is the website of UNAIDS,
a global organization devoted to
combating and raising awareness
of HIV and AIDS.
AIDS is an epidemic that is very
real to people thousands of miles
away, but also here at home.
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SMC's ~rtistic g~rra I The Hobbit fol lows trilogy
Museu_17!
bringsThenew
exhibits Audiences have high expectations for new film
bvTonSlrmger
whole exhibit is framed by
Staff Writer

The Saint Mary's College
Museum of Art is a little known
gem for students on campus.
Some people don't know where
it is or what is there. However,
the museum opened four new
exhibits back in October for
the sesquicentennial, which are
quite remarkable.
The first, and largest, exhibit
is The Art of the Cross, which
features different depictions
of the cross and the crucifixion-from newer to older pieces
coming from many different cultures. Some highlights were two
different displays of the Stations
of the Cross, one set in black
and white that used to be displayed in the brother's residence
here on campus. The other is
a set of watercolors done by
Saint Mary's art professor Roy
Schmaltz . There are also three
three-dinemsional crosses made
by well-known artist Salvador
Dali. One of the most interesting of the pieces is a two way
drawing which, if you look on
one side, has a depiction of The
Holy Trinity, but when viewed
from the back shows a dancing
skeleton. There are also colorful
pieces such as a large street sign
with a cross on it and one made
entirely of bottle caps. The oldest piece in the exhibit is a coin
from 512 AD. Arguably, however, the most well-known piece
displayed in the exhibit is Marc
Chagall's "Christ in the Clock."

blood red walls which remind us
of the violence associated with
the crucifixion.
The next exhibit is one of
William Keith's works. Hope
Blain, an intern at the museum,
explains how "the museum has
one of the largest collections of
William Keith art. Brother Cornelius used to go out and collect
as much as he could find" Blain
says. Some of the pieces are of
people, but most are landscapes
from California to Alaska to
New England. His styles vary
from painting to painting, some
featuring less distinct lines with
a more impressionistic feel, others with such clarity that they
seem almost real.
Another exhibit features a
collection of over thirty of Will
Sparks's paintings. He is famous
for his oil paintings of California
missions. After, there is an exhibit of Saint Mary's professor
Nyame Brown's works. His art
depicts African-American folk
culture and the still existing repercussions of slavery. His striking use of color greatly opposes
his black and white drawings,
which are equally as stunning.
The museum seems like a different world from the hustle and
bustle of campus and with the
variety of art as it is a must-see
for students. These new sesquicentennial exhibits will only be
on display for a short time more,
so catch them while you can!

Bring~ng hist~ry t~ lit~

bV Tori Stringer
Staff Writer

Tolkien fans everywhere are
holding their breath in anticipation for The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, which comes
out on December 14, 2012. The
film is the first of three planned
to bring the prequel to The Lord
of the Rings trilogy to life. The
movie will follow the hobbit
Bilbo Baggins on a journey to
help some dwarves that leads
him to find a ring that wields
unimaginable power and a new
destiny he never expected.
The film stars Martin Freeman
as the lead character. Freeman
is a popular British actor who
already has an impressive list
of roles under his belt including Tim on BBC's The
Office and Arthur Dent
in The Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy. Recently,
most people would recognize him from starring
alongside Benedict Cumberbatch as Dr. Watson
in BBC's Sherlock. Fans
are excited to see Martin
Freeman play the iconic
role of Bilbo, though it
is a daunting task. With
his ability to play comic
and dramatic roles alike,
he seems a fine choice to
portray the beloved hobbit. Yet, The Lord of the
Rings is one of the quintessential fantasy series loved

by millions of people around the
world. Fans have high expectations that Freeman will be the
perfect image of the beloved
character that has existed for so
long only in their minds. Martin
Freeman's fans are standing by
him, though, and anticipate a
stunning performance.
Not only does Freeman have
big shoes to fill, but the movie
itself is also under a lot of pressure. It must stand alongside The
Lord of the Rings movies, which
come with a huge, devoted fandom. Tolkien fans will surely
jam into the theatres to see this
movie. However, if they are disappointed, there will be massive
repercussions. Dedicated fans

are not a force to be reckoned
with and, when it comes down
to it, their reaction will make
or break this film and affect the
success of the next two releases.
A bad reception does not seem
likely, though, with producer
Peter Jackson on board who
also produced The Lord of the
Rings trilogy.
With this consistency of vision in the two film series, fans
can trust that The Hobbit movies
will be up to par, if not better,
than the previous trilogy. With
a stellar cast and crew lined up,
it seems highly improbable that
this film could fail loyal fans and
will more likely convert more
people into the Tolkien fandom.

From crop tops to maxi skirts

Day-Lewis portrays Lincoln with skJ/I 2012 a memorable year for the fashion world
bv Callie Coker
Staff Writer

It has been quite a while since
a historical movie has accurately
depicted the events presented.
However, with the release of
Lincoln on October 8, 2012, the
film is 80% accurate. This, in
Hollywood terms, is pretty good
for its content. Within the film,
we are introduced to the complexities that permeated the Lincoin Administration, as well as
President Lincoln's struggle with
passing the 13th amendment, the
amendment prohibiting slavery
in the United States. Instead of a
movie with battle scenes, this film
focuses on the backroom deals
that were made to assure passage
of the 13th amendment.
The film is filled with a series
of discussions between Lincoln
and his cabinet, congressmen,
and lobbyists. This is particularly
interesting for audiences because
it allows people to see the politics
behind the passage of the amendment, and dispels the belief that
it was automatically passed when
the Civil war ended. The film is
thoroughly enjoyable because it
shows the public how resistant
Americans were to abolish slavery, as well as how intensely Lincoln pushed for the abolishment
of slavery. Steven Spielberg, the
film's renowned director, does
not sensationalize a majority of
the film, but instead focuses on
the magnitude of the amend-

ment, addressing that its passage
would set the tone for the rest of
American history.
Lincoln has Daniel Day-Lewis
starring as President Lincoln, and
also casts Sally Fields, Tommy
Lee Jones, and Joseph GordonLevitt. Daniel Day-Lewis plays a
striking Lincoln, as he exposes his
shrewd personality and introspective nature throughout the film's
duration. The film's strongest
points were those that exposed
the corrupt nature of the politics
behind the 13th Amendment.
The film assumes the audience
is educated about the Civil War,
which can be appreciated because
the film would have lost some
credibility had it explained all the
small details.
The film does not attempt to
portray Lincoln as more than he
was, which was simply a man who
had family struggles, wanted to
restore the Union, and ultimately
wanted the United States to get
rid of slavery. Despite some of the
film's inaccuracies, like the fact
that the opening scene never took
place in history, the scenes added
to the film were not overdone. The
scenes aided the depiction of Lincoln's character and the trials of
passing the 13th amendment. As
Lincoln in all was extremely well
done, I would highly recommend
it to anyone seeking a compelling
storyline or a small history lesson.
Grade: A-

bv Emma McNemv
Contributing Writer

During a year where fashion
has been in the spotlight of pop
culture, let us recap on this
year's trends. 2012 has been a
year of controversial and colorful clothing from the runway to
the street. We've seen midriff
bearing tops to tuxedo-inspired
shirts, to asymmetrical skirts to
jeans in every color imaginable.
It has been a year that we wi II
all look back on ten years from
now and remember all the fun
we had putting together 2012's
memorable outfits.
The runway showed a lot of
color blocking with multiple
colors on single items of cloth-

ing, as wel I as other accessories
paired with many more colors.
Also, comfortable became a
new trend, as loose but flattering shorts had a feminine
twist, whether it had lace of
girly prints. Last but not least,
too, tuxedo-inspired pieces like
shirts, jackets, shorts, and pants
paired with all other kinds of
pieces made for a traditionally
formal outfit, whether it was
for daywear, nighttime casual,
or elegant attire.
Runways this year have been
exposing a lot of flashy and
revealing clothing. This past
summer, bustier tops, crop tops,
and short shorts made for a
skin-filled summer. This was

Counay of Polyvore.com

saved, however, by the elegant
new asymmetrical trend that
took over the maxi trend from
previous years. It went from
maxi skirts to modest skirts and
bottoms, which calls for multicolored jeans as well. There
have been so many possibilities
to make interesting and unique
outfits this year, and the exposing outfits have been replaced
by these new fashion statements.
This winter, we seem to be
having a blast from the past
with comfy sweaters, scarves,
and boots. There are a lot more
colors being put out this season,
too, which is different from previous years where colors were
more bland and dark for colder
seasons. Now, however, stores
are filled with colorful sweaters,
coats, and scarves, which call
for a fun and vibrant season.
Winter is definitely turning out
to have a refreshing feel that will
be remembered.
Style, as we all know, is
something we all have to deal
with on a day-to-day basis. 2012
has shown that colors and fun
new outfits can outshine the
trend for revealing clothing.
This year's trends and colors
are definitely going to be remembered in forthcoming years,
which is something the fashion
world should be proud of.
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The Collegian's Top Albums of 2012
bv Jose Basulto

bv Alex Kummen

bV Alex Pierce

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Contributing Writer

Ke$ha
Wam·or

I
Japandroids
Celebration Rock

Foxy Shazam
The Church of Rock and Roll

This gem deserves number one album for its highly
energetic pop beats, guitar strumming ballads, and
all the unique lyrics. Wam·or is a project of Ke$ha
"""'~i&.1..1i.- for all those who like to party and are not ashamed
to let go and live a little, have intense emotion, and believe that
feelings can be transmitted to music.

This garage rock duo came out swinging with
this one. The album is an absolutely exhilarating finish from start to end of incredibly
polished, gritty rock and roll. Great to listen
to on the road or while studying, provided you have
room to rock out.

It appears that the fourth time's the charm for
Foxy Shazam. With melodies that cannot be
ignored, not to mention Eric Nally's incredible
vocal talent-which has been likened to that of
Freddy Mercury-Foxy Shazam creates a diverse but cohesive album that will suit musical tastes across the spectrum.

2

2

Lana Del Rey
Born To Die +Paradise (Deluxe Edition}

Divine Fits
A Thing Called Divine Fits

Mumford & Sons
Babel

We can see Lana Del Rey "sipping cherry coke
in the pale moonlight" probably writing Born
To Die + Paradise. Three special themes of love,
patriotism for America, and the need to be wild
and free can be identified in her albums and music videos.
Unlike most artists, Lana Del Rey does not stray away from
the album's sound and theme, yet her music is genuine and
refreshingly new; something the music industry needs.

This indie super group is very similar to
the superhero super group The Avengers:
balancing the immense talents and abilities
of each member to create a brilliant record.
It's a must have for Spoon or Wolf Parade fans.

Mumford & Sons has done it again: Babel is
a folk rock revelation. The distinct Mumford
sound once again transcends into power"-'....;..._;.;i;;:,. ful melancholy that demands to be heard.
Though the boys don't stray too far from their first album,
Babel feels like a clean, seamless extension of what makes
them shine.

2

,IT•

J

3
The XX
Coexist

3
The Darkness
Hot Cakes

Mack:lemore and Ryan Lewis
The Heist

Every single word sung by The XX on the masterpiece Coexist carries the required magnitude
to give you shivers down your spine. Coexist has
the power to make cliches sound new all over
again. When these two voices combine, anything they sing
sounds invincible.

This indie-tastic duo is able to create a
fantastic showcase of everything they have
worked on for the past 5 years in the Seattle
hip hop scene.

l

4
Purity Ring
Shrines

Glam rock is revived in the third album from
The Darkness in the most vulgar, outrageous,
and wonderful way. Pure fun and sticky sweet,
..........._ -"' Hot Cakes is an album with more kitsch than
animal print inflatable furniture.

4
P.O.S.
We Don't Even Live Here

The moment you push play, Shrines automatically feels different than any other album. This
album is almost its own genre. It's definitely
a "feel good" type of album with its attitude
and sass. Synthpop and vivid lyrics are the highlight of
the album.

4
The Sheepdogs
The Sheepdogs

The Minnesota based rapper does what he
does best - a unique flow, creative beats, and
powerful lyrics.
•

With a fresh-brewed musical sound reminiscent
of The Black Keys and a splash of Cream, The
Sheepdogs bare their old school soul in the selftitled album. Flowing locks and all, the hairy
human hounds create a musical time machine
for anyone who has ever felt they were born in the wrong era.

5

5
Honeycut
Co1nedians

Frank Ocean
Channel Orange

Sleigh llells

Reign of Terror

f&l
.••• I

These eleven heavily charged electro-pop punk
tracks are meant to be blasted at a high level.
_, '1
The soft, soothing voice of Alexis Krauss contrasts wonderfully with the heavy mechanics of
instruments in each track. This sophomore album shows
the progress and development of their one-of-a-kind sound
that leaves everyone wanting more.

The much hyped and talked about album delivers on not just the message, but the talent as
well. Featuring some great features by Andre
3000 and Earl Sweatshirt.

~~~

The punch line may be a little hazy for some,
making Comedians an album for a more adventurous palate. The band's mastery of silky
I!:.::==~=- smooth alternative soul beats makes for a unique
musical experience. A funky, yet surreal tone is set from the
first song to the last, narrated beautifully by a voice that will
play in your head long after the songs are over.

Twilight comes to an end CONTEST: Other Autumn-themed entries
Inconsistent ending still works
bV Natasha Davis
Staff Writer

Well, it's official. The Twilight
Saga is now over, but not without a bit of controversy. Many
of the franchise's die-hard fans
are unhappy with big changes
made to the movie, especially
the ending.
To begin with, the movie starts
with the Cullens as a happy
family. Edward and Bella are
married and their daughter,
Renesmee, is healthy. After
some time, however, Renesmee
quickly becomes the subject of
speculation in suspicion that
she is an immortal child. It is
suspected that she is a child who
can't learn to control her hunger,
and wreaks havoc on all those
who surround her.
When the Volturi gets wind
of this violation of the law, they
are bent on killing Renesmee so
she cannot harm anyone. The
Cullens must, once again, face
their enemies in an epic battle
for their daughter.
The big changes begin when
the two groups arrive at the
battle scene ready to fight. Alice, Edward's future-predicting
sister, approaches Aro, the psychopath leader of the Volturi,

and shows him her vision of the
battle's outcome. In the book,
Alice does show Aro her vision of his impending death. In
the movie, however, the entire
battle is portrayed as the actual
sequence of events that occur
when the Volturi and the Cullen's meet to fight. The battle
sequence shows the deaths of
Carlisle, Jane, Aro, and many
others, and just when you think
all hope is lost, it is suddenly
revealed that it was just Alice's
vision. The Volturi then retreat
without any blood being shed.
Even though this battle does
not meet its sequence in the
book, the fight scene definitely
adds a nice touch of action to
the movie. It is exceedingly cinematic with the dramatic deaths
of both heroes and villains, and
while many heads snap off and
fires are set, it seems fairly plausible since the Volturi are known
to kill anyone who gets in their
way. It is a fun twist that is sudden and unexpected .
The movie offers a nice conclusion to the saga that has
launched a craze that has taken over the world. Who ever
thought a vampire could be so
"en vogue?"

continued from page 1
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Petraeus
scandal
is nothing
new
bv EvelVD Minaise
Staff Writer

e can critique the Petraeus
scandal all we want- there
is a lot to say when a public figure's
morality is in question. What bothers me is that this has happened
before. History repeats itself, the
public is in shock yet again, a lesson
will be learned for six months, and
the cycle will repeat.
General David Petraeus was
head of the CIA and resigned from
his position on November 9 after
admitting to an extramarital affair.
The FBI discovered his email correspondence with biographer Paula
Broadwell, which was sent to family
friend Jill Kelley.
The lives of most celebrities tend
to be public. We know the details of
Taylor Swift's most recent breakup
and where the Kardashians shop.
But public officials' private lives tend
to remain that way until a scandal
blows up - in just a week we know
the details that Petraeus' wife never
knew for years.
Why is it that men in power
behave this way? In May 2011, in
the wake of the Dominique StraussKahn and Arnold Schwarzenegger
scandals, TIME analyzed this trend
of immoral men of power.
The relationship between StraussKahn, Schwarzenegger, and Petraeus is clear: they were well-respected
and admired before their secrets
were revealed. We as a society
give them power because we feel
that they deserve it. Then we see
their scandal as a betrayal of trust.
Schwarzenegger was respected for
his marriage with Maria Shriver
until his fathering of another child
over a decade earlier was revealed.
Strauss-Kahn's friends claimed
he was "far too brilliant" to have
sexually harassed so many women.
Petraeus is a four-star general as
well as a West Point and Princeton
graduate, and has served 37 years in
the U.S. Army. These are only three
recent incidents - Bill Clinton, John
Edwards, and Anthony Weiner were
not too long ago, either.
Perhaps the idea that our male
public figures are invincible comes
from the Kennedy years. These men
came from patriarchal times. Before
the scandal even Strauss-Kahn's wife
admitted she was "rather proud of
his reputation as a ladies' man ...
'It's important,' she said, 'for a man
in politics to be able to seduce."'
But do we still see it that way?
I don't think so. With the media's
tenacity, these men can't hide their
secrets for long. Women are more
prominent in society, earning the
respect they demand and deserve.
We are not like previous generations.
For instance, of the 184 women who
ran for Congress this year, nearly
half were elected.
The times have changed, but the
same mistakes are still being made.
The men in power need to get the
message and catch up so society can
stop being so surprised at such horrendous behavior that will hopefully
stop repeating itself.

W

Apologetics for the issue of abortion
The human fetus is a precious life and must be saved
bV Ian Parelius
Contributing Writer

here exists a silly yet serious
misconception in the minds
of many pro-choice supporters
that an abortion is not the same
as killing an innocent human life. I
often talk with fellow Catholic students at Saint Mary's who either
acquiesce to those who support
abortion for lack of an alternative
argument or who are pro-choice
themselves.
The Church is opposed to abortion, valuing the life of every
human being from the moment
of conception. For the Catholic
student who wishes to engage in
dialogue with those who think
otherwise, a couple of arguments
might be helpful. Apologetics are
reasoned arguments that justify
religious doctrine. In the case of
abortion, those who believe that
the Catholic Church is the true
Church should consider the following arguments with utmost
seriousness.

T

I grant that most sane people
value all human life; they view
human life as good and worth
preserving, and death as bad. If
someone were to claim the opposite, they would be stuck in
performative contradiction, that is,
they preserve their own life in one
way or another. To be consistent in
both word and deed, they would
end their life, viewing death as
good and life as bad.
If it is true that all human life is
worth preserving, those who are
pro-choice must presuppose that
an abortion is not the destruction
of an actual human being. The
question arises, 'If the aborted
fetus is not an actual human being,
what is it?' The word fetus comes
from the Latin meaning offspring.
It is not a cow or plant fetus, it is
a living and growing human fetus
with human DNA and comes to
be so at the moment of conception. Science will tell you that. If
science tells us that it is a human
fetus, is not that life valuable and

worth preserving? If it is agreed
that an abortion is the elimination
of an actual human life, one must
provide the moral justification.
The other argument pro-choice
supporters make sounds as follows: "While the fetus may indeed
be a human fetus, the mother still
has the right to her own body to
control and do with it what she
will for the sake of her health or
financial situation." However,
humans do not have the right to
control the life of another. The
human fetus is not essentially part
of the mother's body. It has its own
distinct DNA. Therefore, aborting
the human fetus is not the same as
clipping one's toenail or removing
a tumor.
Perhaps the weakest argument
that pro-choice supporters will
make is that while the fetus is
human and has its own DNA, it
is not an actual human being but
an undeveloped one. Analogous
arguments were made not too long
ago when certain people, based

on their skin color or religion,
were viewed as undeveloped and
disposable. At what point does the
undeveloped offspring become an
actual human being? Humans are
constantly developing and growing. Is it when the fetus looks like
a "normal" human being? I hope
nobody is audacious enough to
claim judgment of what a normal
human being looks like. One is
left with the simple conclusion
that valuable human life begins at
conception.
For the Catholic, and for all
of humanity, the genocide of the
unborn wrought by abortion is the
biggest social injustice today and
is a crime against humanity. All
students at Saint Mary's should
be talking with their pro-choice
friends and present them with the
arguments on hand. If we claim to
value all human life and yet support any instance of abortion, we
contradict ourselves and cannot
honestly say we view human life
as universally good.

States respond to election with secession
Will President Obama have to say goodbye to Texas?
bV lllalasha Davis
Staff Writer

braham Lincoln once said
". . . that no state can, in
any way lawfully, get out of the
Union, without the consent of
the others; and that it is the duty
of the President, and other government functionaries to run the
machine as it is." I thought the
dissolution of the union was an
archaic idea that existed during
the Civil War. But it seems that
the idea of seceding from these
United Stated States has come
back to haunt us.
After President Obama was
re-elected on November 6, there
were petitions for all 50 states
started on wethepeople.com.
This site exists for people to create petitions in opposition to the
government. Each state has a
separate petition for secession giving that particular state's reasons

A

for demanding secession. All that
is required to sign the petition is
a valid email address and one's
zip code, which has caused some
controversy as there is no attempt
to verify the state of residence of
the petitioner.
In light of all of this, the petition created by the state of Texas
asking to secede from the United
States has garnered over 100,000
signatures. But the interesting part
is that there is no formal procedure to secede. So, in a way, it is
completely up to the discretion of
the President whether he would
like to accept the secession or not
- or potentially a state could just
decide to sece_de and that could
be that. However, as President
Lincoln asserted, it might be a
good idea to ask the other states
how they feel about the situation.
Texas Governor Rick Perry
said that the desire of Texans to

secede is not a serious threat and
is a bad idea. For one thing, Texas
is one of the poorest states in the
country, so if they did actually
secede, they probably wouli:l not
be able to subsist for very long.
I would not have any issues if
Texans would like to alienate
themselves further from the rest
of the United States by seceding,
but fracturing the nation may set
a precedent for other states to follow in their path. This could be a
bit of a problem because eventually, we might have 50 countries
instead of 50 states. After all, our
willingness to be united despite
the differences among us is what
makes us American.
On the other hand, since this is
not 1860 and we do not have to
fear a hostile takeover from a European nation, dividing could be a
good thing for some of us. People
could elect the leader that best rep-

resents the values of the people in
that state and could be governed
completely by that individual.
Still, there are some drawbacks
in tliat people wh o do not agree
with the majority would be taken
advantage of by this new system.
Living in California would be an
advantage since we have more
wealth than most of the country,
but when the fate of the smaller,
less wealthy states is considered,
it could be a catastrophe.
Although I have no problem
with seeing Texas go, I fear that it
could result in the dissolution of
a great nation. It also seems that
people who sign these petitions
are giving up on our nation when
what we really need to do is come
together. President Obama has yet
to comment on these petitions,
but if they keep gaining steam,
he will not be able to ignore the
rumblings of radical opposition.

Death of the Hostess Twinkie saddens millions
Americans roused into nostalgic hysteria over the classic pastry
by Rebecca Patterson
Staff Writer
~e never had a Twinkie before.
t least, I can't remember eat-

ing one. If I have, I've forgotten what
they taste like. My mom was a firm
believer in healthy snacks. When I
was going to hang out with friends
of mine, and we wanted some sugar
for a movie night, she always bought
the usual: Snickers, Milky Way, Skitties, and other popular candies. She
didn't buy Twinkies even once. If I
have actually eaten one, I probably
ate it at a friend's place. As an adult,
I've never been interested in trying
Twinkies. They didn't look very
appealing, and none of my friends
were telling me I absolutely had to
try a Twinkie. Even if I did want
to try one, I haven't spotted one on
the shelves for years. Yet, now that

Hostess has filed for bankruptcy, it
seems like Twinkies are all everyone
can talk about.
While I was home for Thanksgiving break, my brother asked
me very seriously if I had "heard"
about Twinkies. I knew about Hostess going bankrupt and what that
meant for the Twinkie, but I hadn't
realized how many were reacting to
its demise. Apparently, I've made a
crucial error not savoring Twinkies
while they lasted. I haven't even seen
one for years, but suddenly, everyone
mourns their passing as if they were
a childhood staple. Was I the only
one who missed out on this craze?
Twinkies have been around since
the 1930s, but their popularity has
dwindled as Americans have become focused on monitoring their
diets. There's no room for a snack
famous for its sugar in the modem

slim America. At the height of their
popularity, Twinkies were selling
because they could last forever.
They were the perfect food to pack
in a bomb shelter. Now, the idea
is more than a little disgusting to
the health conscious. Processed
foods are getting pushed aside to
make room for healthier alternatives, which explains the success
of healthier options such as Panera
Bread. Despite the fear of the end
of the world, the impending apocalypse didn't prompt many people to
break out their wallets and buy more
Twinkies. Is it really any surprise
that Hostess filed for bankruptcy?
Maybe I would change my mind
about the Twinkie if I tried the
sugary treat myself. Then, I might
understand why kids brag about
having the last Twinkies, or why
everyone laments the loss of their

hope for surviving the Apocalypse.
Even then, I doubt I would understand why people have been selling
Twinkies on eBay, for no small price.
In one noticeable case, the Twinkie
can be purchased along with a free
Wii U for five thousand dollars.
When did a sweet snack become
something worth that ridiculous
price? When did owning one of the
very last Twinkies become something to brag about?
If Starbucks declared bankruptcy,
that might be something to get a little
excited about. Starbucks is popular
and a lot of people love it. It would
be a complete shock for Starbucks
to suddenly decide to close its doors.
Hostess hasn't been a popular company in recent years. They're a name
we recognize, but we certainly don't
have a Twinkie along with our daily
cup of coffee. So why all the fuss?
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The best and worst of sports in 2012
b11 George Robles

hll Simon Trvnza

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Top 10 Best
JO. Geno Smith versus Baylor: The West
Virginia quarterback had one of the
best NCAA football performances in
recent memory when he threw for 656
yards and eight touchdowns in a 70-63
win over Baylor.

9. Spain wins European Cup: The Span-

ish National team defeated Italy 4-0
in a domination fashion to win their
third major tournament in a row. Led
by the best defense in the world, this
Spaniard team is to be considered
one of the best of all-time with many
players returning for the World Cup
in two years.
8. Jack Taylor scores 138 points: Division
III Grinnell College guard scored 138
points in a single game, destroying a
previous NCAA record of 115 that
stood for over 50 years.

7. Baylor Women's Basketball: The
Bears became the first team in history
to go 40-0, en route to a National
Championship in April. Led by 6'8"
center Brittney Griner, Baylor cruised
through the NCAA Tournament, winning the National Title by 19 points
over Notre Dame.
6. Philip Hunter, Matt Cain and Felix Hernandez throw perfect games: The Chicago

White Sox, San Francisco Giants, and
Seattle Mariners pitchers threw the
21 st,22nd and 23rd perfect games in
history of the MLB.
5. Giants win the World Series: San Fran-

cisco became the first team in history
to come back twice down two games in
a series to win the World Series. They
swept the "unbeatable" Detroit Tigers
and Justin Verlander en route to their
second Championship in three years.

Top 10 Worst
10. USC football: Never has a pre-season
number in the country flamed out so fast
as Lane Kiffin's Trojans. (And yes, as a
Raiders fan, I was loving every single
minute of it.)

4. USA Basketball wins Gold: Men's and

Women's basketball cruised through
the Summer Olympics, continuing
its world dominance en route to two
more gold medals. The Men, led by a
trio of super-star power of Kobe Bryant, Lebron James and Kevin Durant
defeated Spain in a hard-fought gold
medal game to claim its second in a
row. The Women also cruised through
the medal rounds, dominating each
opponent they faced en route to their
fifth gold medal in a row.
3. Kings win first Stanley Cup: Los Ange-

les became the first 8-seed in NHL history to win the Stanley sup when they
defeated the New Jersey Devils in six
games. They became the second team
from the West Coast to hoist the cup.
2. USA Women's Gymnastics: The wom-

en won the Gold medal in the Olympics by defeating heavily favored China
in the team all-around competition. A
few days later, Gabby Douglas won
the individual all around Gold medal.
I. Michael Phelps: _Became the most
decorated Olympic athlete of all time
when he won a gold medal in the
4x200 meter. freestyle to break the al1time medal record for the Olympics
with 19. He finished his Olympic career with 22 overall and 18 gold.

9. Rafael Nadal's injury: After capturing
the French Open title, Nadal got upset in
the second round of Wimbledon by Lukas
Rosol, ranked 1OOth in the world. Following the match, the sports world learned
that Nadal would not compete in the
Olympics and subsequently the U.S. Open
and the End of the Year Championships.
8. Lance Armstrong: Arguably one of the
greatest athletes of the last decade, Armstrong was found guilty of a massive fraud
when the United States Anti-Doping
Agency revealed testimonies from his
team members saying that he was part of
a huge steroid ring. He was stripped of his
seven Tour De France titles and banned
from competing in organized sports.
7. The Red Sox: Fox Sports and ESPN
do a good job of force feeding us major
teams from the East Coast & Los Angeles.
So when the Red Sox started having one
of the worst seasons of their history, not
only did we have to hear a lot about it on
Sports Center, but the Yankees-Red Sox
games that are always on national television were awful to watch.
6. The Dodgers: This one is obvious to
many Giants fans. They were up 7.5
games on the Giants in June, were purchased by Magic Johnson and Co. and
created a blockbuster trade that shored

up their pitching and got them one of
the best first basemen in the game. The
team would flame out of the race fast as
the Giants clinched the division with ten
games remaining.
5. The National League Central: A quick
recap: The Astros & Cubs were awful.
The Pirates were in the playoff race until
they ·weren't, while the Brewers weren't
in the playoff race until it was too late
to be in it. The Cardinals and the Reds
could not win more game to advance in
the playoffs.
4. Miami Marlins & the New York Jets: High
expectations. High Drama. No result.
Marlins got big name players and then
when they failed, Marlins got rid of big
name players. The Jets got Tim Tebow
and when they sucked ... well we are still
waiting on where Tim Tebow will go.
3. Charlotte Bobcats: They had the worst
winning percentage in ·1eague history
(.106) and finished the year losing 23
games in a row. Of their 59 losses, 22 were
by 20 points or more.
2. David Stern, Roger Goodell, and Bud Selig
(in that order): Stern should retire because

there is no parity in the NBA and the
Spurs should not be fined. Goodell goofed
up the Saints' bounty case big time. Bud
Selig because there is no news for A's
stadium, no extended replay, and Jeffery
Loria still owns the Marlins.
1. Gary Bettman ana the NHL: Because

two big lockouts in ten years is inexcusable for a sport with an all-time record
for popularity.

Women's basketball rallies to defeat Cal Poly, down UCSB
Na red leads the way for Saint Mary's, team improves to a 5-2 start on the season
Lauren Nicholson completed the
comeback with a three pointer
Assistant Sports Editor
of her own to give the Gaels a
57-56 lead.
Following a successful
The Gaels would be able to
Thanksgiving break that saw hold on to their lead, as Carli
them win their host tournament, Rosenthal grabbed a big offenthe Saint Mary's Gaels women's sive rebound with her team up
basketball team hit the road once by one minute and fifty seconds
more, traveling to Cal Poly and · left. Morgan Hatton would finSanta Barbara to take on the ish off the scoring, sinking two
Mustangs and the Gauchos.
free throws with 19 seconds.
To the delight of the team and
However, Cal Poly had time
the fans, the Gaels' success at · left and put up three decent shots
home against Butler and Chat- in order to tie the game. The
tanooga traveled with them to shots did fall, and the Gaels were
South California, as the Gaels able to pull out a 70-67 come
took home to impressive vic- from behind win.
tories to improve to 5-2 on the
Two days later, Saint Mary's
season.
found themselves in a tight
The wins would not be easy, defensive battle with Santa Baras Cal Poly used a 25-6 run at bara. Jackie Nared led the way
the end of the first half to go up once more, scoring seventeen
32-20 at the break. After falling points and grabbing nine rebehind 15 points in the second bounds, while Danielle Mauldin
half, the Gaels were doomed for recorded her fourth doubletheir third loss off the season.
double of the year, scoring 12
However, Jackie Nared led and grabbing 13 rebounds.
the charge back, and a Carli
The Gaels scored the final
Rosenthal bucket cut the defi- seven points of the half to take
cit to 37-29. Down 53-45, Mia a 22-17 lead to intermission,
Greco hit a three pointer with and would eventually build that
9:37 to cut the lead to five, and lead to ten. However, the Gau-
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SPORTS THIS
WEEK

Men's Basketba ll :
- Wed. (ii: Drake (Iowa) 5:00pm

Jackie Nared (3) and Carlie Rosenthal (25) led the Gaels comeback surge against Cal Poly (Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

chos would respond with a run
of their own to tie the game at
31. After trading buckets, Saint
Mary's had a 40-37 lead with

3:31 and were able to make 9 of
ten free throws down the stretch
to ice the game and come away
with a 49-39 win.

The Gaels will look to continue their winning ways when
they travel to Davis on Thursday
to play the Aggies at 7:00 PM.

Follow us!

Women's Basketball:
- Thur. @UC Davis
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Gaels cOmeback to win against SDSU
Down 0 -2, Graven leads volle ball in first round win, season then ends after loss to No. 4 USC

The Gaels celebrate a win in the first round of the NCAA Tournament after being down 0-2 to San Diego State. (Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

hv Simon Trvnza
Assistant Sports Editor

After surviving a difficult nonconference schedule and finishing
third in West Coast Conference,
the Saint Mary's Gaels found
themselves in Southern California, taking on the San Diego
State Aztecs in the first round of
the NCAA tournament. Playing
in the tournament for the first
time since 2009 and for the sixth
time in school history, the Gaels
got off to a horrible start, losing
the first two sets 17-25, and 2325. Then, Saint Mary's went on
a historic run and pulled off a
remarkable comeback that fans

and players alike will remember
for the rest of their lives.
"The significance for me is just
that this team was able to dig
down deep and pull it out," Saint
Mary's coach Rob Browning said.
"It wasn't pretty, they had to scrap
and fight and claw and they were
able to do that."
Down two sets to none, and
with the Aztecs pulling away
in the third, freshman Katie
Reininger came off the bench and
provided a much needed spark.
Jordan Shaw kept getting kills,
eleven total for the match, and
the Gaels won the third set 25-23.
The Gaels would keep pace
with San D iego for much of the

fourth, using strong defense to
match the Aztecs point for point.
Kristina Graven tied the set with
a kill at 21, Shaw provided two
key aces, and Gabby Jolly tied
the match at two sets with a kill
giving Saint Mary's the fourth
set, 25-22.
For most of the match, the
Aztecs jumped out to a quick lead
in the fifth, leading 11-10. A San
Diego mistake tied the match,
but they quickly recovered to lead
12-11 . A gritty effort by the Gaels
resulted in them winning the next
four points, with Kristina Graven
winning the match with her final
kill of the night.
The reward for the comeback

win was a date Friday night wit
host and sixth ranked USC in the
round of 32. However, after falling behind two sets to none, the
Gaels were unable to conjure up
enough magic for another comeback win and an upset.
"We could've done some things
better but we certainly did a lot of
things well," said Browning. "I'm
proud of our girls. I thought they
represented well, and I'm proud
of the ways they played."
The Gaels and the Trojans each
held their own ground in the first
set, with the Gaels earning a set
point following a kill by Gabby
Jolly.
However, the Trojans were able

to score the nexfThree pomtsan
steal the fust set, 28-26.
Riding the momentum of the
first set win, use got a big lead
at the beginning of the second set
and never relinquished it, winning 25-16. The Trojans would
take another lead early in the
third set and never let the Gaels
back into the match, winning
25-19.
The Gaels finish the successful
year off at 18-11. Despite losing
four starters, Saint Mary's will
look to improve on their third
place finish in the West Coast
Conference, a conference in
which six of the nine teams made
the 64-team tournament.

Trio of bigs lead Gaels to 86-68 win over Cal Poly
Waldow, Hodgson, and Young each score in double figures in victory against Mustangs
bV George Robles
Sports Editor

Center Brad Waldow Jays-up in two of his team-high 17 points of the night, (Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)

The Gaels returned to McKeon
Pavilion on Saturday night, putting their two-game losing streak
behind them en route to an 86-68
victory over Cal Poly.
Center Brad Waldow led the way
with 17 points on 8-9 shooting and
added five boards. Waldow used
his 6'9" frame to his advantage
down low and dominated the post,
including a couple of highlight
reel dunks. Matthew Dellavedova
nearly had a double-double with
13 points and nine assists.
The Gaels got off to a hot start
when Dellavedova and Jorden
Page hit early three pointers to go
up by as much as 14 points in the
first half. Cal Poly started to turn
up their offense by going 6-8 on
three pointers to make it a 42-35

game at the break.
Saint Mary's came out hot of
the locker room, with the big men
dominating down low. The Gaels
then used a balance attack the rest
of the way and cruised to the win.
Forward Mitchell Young had 11
points and Matt Hodgson had his
best game as a Gael with 13 points
on 6-7 shooting.
The Gaels were playing without
starting guard Stephen Holt, who
injured himself this week in practice and was on the sidelines in
crutches. Jorden Page got the start
in place of Holt, scoring 12 points.
Cal Poly came into this game
with a huge road win at No. 11
UCLA but was unable to slow
down Saint Mary's who shot 63
percent for the game.
The Gaels will have a tough
road test this Wednesday when
they face Drake in Des Moines,
Iowa at 5:00pm.

